TABLE LEVELS

Levels reflect the materials and flora used by Yoshi Taniguchi in designing the new Texas Center. Table sponsors are automatically included on the Host Committee and receive invitations to pre-gala events.

$75,000 – JURA (PRESENTING SPONSOR)
Jura limestone from southern Germany graces the walls throughout Asia Society Texas Center.
- Table of up to 20 guests, with first choice of seating location
- Tier one name and logo placement in print and promotional materials, including invitation, program, press releases, web site, and on-site signage
- Option to host diplomatic representative at table

$50,000 – BALSATINA
North Italian balsatina stone is the principle flooring throughout the first floor.
- Table of up to 12 guests in exclusive location of choice (based on availability)
- Featured name and logo placement in print and promotional materials, including invitation, program, press releases, web site, and on-site signage
- Option to host diplomatic representative at table

$25,000 – CHERRY WOOD
Rich tones of American cherry wood frame the interiors throughout the Texas Center.
- Table of up to 12 guests in location of choice (based on availability)
- Name and logo placement in print and promotional materials, including invitation, program, press releases, web site, and on-site signage
- Option to host diplomatic representative at table

$15,000 – CHIVASSO
Chivasso fabric from the Netherlands forms a brilliant backdrop to the Water Garden Terrace.
- Table for 10 guests in in location of choice (based on availability)
- Name listing in invitation, program, web site, and on-site signage

$10,000 – JASMINE
Fragrant and blooming, Asian jasmine grows in the front gardens and second-floor Green Garden.
- Table for 10 guests in designated location
- Name listing in invitation, program, web site, and on-site signage

$7,500 – BAMBOO (no shared sponsorships at this level, please)
Black bamboo from East Timor forms a beautiful backdrop to the Sculpture Garden.
- Table for 10 guests in designated locations
- Name listing in invitation, program, web site, and on-site signage

TICKET LEVELS

$1,500 – INDIVIDUAL HOST COMMITTEE TICKET
- Priority seating in designated locations within the Texas Center
- Invitations to all pre-gala events

$750 – INDIVIDUAL GENERAL SEATING
- Seating for one in available locations within the Texas Center

DATE
Friday, April 26, 2013

TIME
Reception 6:00 PM
Remarks 7:15 PM
Seated Dinner 7:30 PM

VENUE
Asia Society Texas Center
1370 Southmore at Caroline
Houston, Texas 77004

CHAIRS
Gina and Dr. Devinder Bharia

HONORARY CHAIRS
Mary Criner Blake
Sheida and Dr. Mohammad Emrman
Sheela and Ashok Rao

STEERING COMMITTEE
Divya and Chris Brown
Anne and Albert Chao
Monjula and Ravi Chidambaram
Martin and Keli Cohen Fein
Jo and Jim Furr
Leela and Nat Krishnamurthy
Judy and Scott Nyquist
Y. Ping Sun and David W. Leebron

2012 CHAIRS
Margaret Alkek Williams
Sushila and Durga D. Agawal
Y. Ping Sun and David W. Leebron
Judy and Scott Nyquist
Nancy C. Allen, Host

2011 CHAIRS
Anne and Albert Chao
Marie and Vijay Goradia

CONTACT
John Bradshaw, Jr.
Director of Development
Asia Society Texas Center
jbradshaw@asi societies.org
Phone 713.496.9904
TIGER BALL 2013

GALA SEATING OPTIONS

FIRST FLOOR

Fayez Sarofim Grand Hall
Spacious and stately, the centerpiece of the first floor
Ten tables available

Huffington Tea Room (aka The Jade Stone Café)
Floor to ceiling windows with Festival Lawn views
Four tables available

North Gallery
An intimate setting overlooking the Entry Plaza
Four tables available

The Brown Performing Arts Theater
Stage-top seating with lavish décor creating a room with a view of the modern theater
Eight tables available

SECOND FLOOR

Water Garden Terrace
Tranquil water-side seating with skyline views
Six tables available

Gallery Foyer / Allen Sculpture Garden
Intimate setting overlooking the Sculpture Garden; perfect for a private dinner party
One table available

Louisa Stude Sarofim Gallery
Gallery bays individually set with unique décor
Five tables per bay; fifteen total

Edward Rudge Allen III Education Center
Floor to ceiling windows overlook the Green Garden
Twelve tables available

Chao Foundation Green Garden Terrace
Quiet terrace dining among jasmine and bamboo
Six tables available (weather permitting)